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ToMaS (Total Management System)IS A SHIPYARD MANAGEMENT MODEL THAT HAS 

BEEN DEVELOPED FROM A-DETAILED ANALYSIS OF THE INTEGRAL FUNCTIONS OF A 

SHIPYARD .

Background

As consultants working with administrative/organizational routines and

administrative data processing within the shipbuilding industry, SRS has 

seen the need for a systematic analysis of the functions and information 
systems in the shipyard.

This is why the ToMaS project was. initiated.

ToMaS is now an unique detailed refetience “tool” for administrative
control in the shipyard.
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Goals of the ToMaS Project 

Phase 1:

To analyze and describe the functions-and the information systems of a

shipyard, i.e.,

- flow of information and goods between the shipyard and
its environment (authorities, suppliers, etc.)

- flow of information and goodsbetween the functions of
the yard

information processing within the functions.

We made the results of the analyses “general, ” i.e., independent of any

particular organization structure.

The material from this phase is an useful reference framework for studying

administrative routines and finding information processing alternatives
(manual/EDP).

Phase 2:

On the basis of the material from Phasel, to suggest development projects

for EDP solutions for suitable parts of the administrative information

systems (in addition to existing EDP systems like MAPLIS, PLASIS, etc.).

To summarize, ToMaS is an integrated yet modular and flexible model of the

shipyard’s management functions and information systems. The information

systems are hybrid: alternatives for manual execution, EDP or combination

of these are possible.
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The Initial Project Work

The prestudy was concentrated on finding the logical main functions of

the shipyard and giving a rough description of the interrelations (flow
of information and goods) between the shipyard and,its environment and
between the main functions.

The following seven main functions were decided upon:

PLANNING

MARKETING

PERSONNEL

FINANCE

ENGINEERING

MATERIAL ADMINISTRATION

PRODUCTION

ToMas is now composed of seven part projects, one for each main function.
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3. MORE ABOUT ToMaS

As a conclusion for what said before, we can repeat that flexibility of
operation can be enhanced if the functional divisions and complementary
information systems have the same boundaries; the organization may change
but the basic functions. will remain and will have the same tasks and 
corresponding information requirements.

What Do We Mean by Information?

We should be aware from the outset that when we use the

or "information flow" in the ToMaS context, that we are
to, for example, a document by name and title.

We should be aware of the total change in the nature of

terms “information”

not merely referring

information which

a document carries with, for example, the addition of an authorized signa-

ture.

We should be prepared to consider and answer the basic questions:

1. WHAT ? Information needed

2. WHERE ? Source, destination

3. WHO ? Sender, receiver

4. WHEN ? Date, frequency

5. HOW ? Transmission method

We

an

simply means that the model is incomplete and ambigous.

should be aware that our information bearer carries information of both

identifying and informative character. Lack of any one of these aspects

We will attempt to demonstrate the fidelity of the ToMaS
some examples.
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5. EXAMPLE  2

Detail Planning and Work Preparation.          

In the example chart we notice                
that:

1. The chart bears the identi-

/ //

4. Flow is invariably from
top to bottom on the
chart.

WORK PREPARATION

5. The nodes 71 and 72 will
be further detailed on charts P71 and P72.

6. The coding of the information units will also cross
charts in the same family. For example 2A1 on this
to be a part of 2A on chart PO. 

Each chart is invariably ’accompanied by a more detailed
information units and next level: sub-functions.  

reference between
chart will be found

specification of the
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6. EXAMPLE 3

Scheduling of Outfitting Activities

The form of this example chart is very similar to the form
system chart, however, there are significant differences:

of the object

1.

2.

The nodes represent in this case some form for information
processing.
The flow lines represent precedence - for example, to produce
5A, revised, production program, lA1, 1A2 and 7A must be avail-
able,- the routine to produce the revised production program
being represented by node 5.

The information system charts are specified in detail in much the same way
as the object system charts.
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7. EXAMPLE 4

Information System Charts - Planning Function

correlating this example 

functions.

The extent of detail present in the ToMaS model can be appreciated by

 with the first example and the seven ToMaS basic
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8.

The
and

STEPS IN THE ToMaS ANALYSIS

SRS organization and management team are regularly engaged to study
recommend reorganization or indeed new organization-in shipyards. 

Normally this type of exercise will be conducted in three phases.

1. Pre-study phase, with the object to study and document
the scope of the exercise based on agreed terms of
reference.

2. Detail planning phase, recommend and agree the new
organization structure with the client and prepare
detailed plans for all aspects of its implementation.

3. Implementation phase, implement the new organization
and establish all systems essential to its operation.

The ToMaS model has definite advantages to offer in all phases over and
above the general advantages of quality, consistency and economy. In
phase 1 the model provides the project team with a functional frame of
reference to guide the study of the existing organization and its systems,
ensuring

that all aspects are studied in the minimum elapsed time

a basis for comparison

common terminology

a documentation form which is designed to aid the type
of analysis required at this stage.

In phase 2 the development of recommended organization structure in detail
implies a detailed knowledge of the relationships between all functions and
sub-functions at all levels such that they may be organized,to achieve the
yards objectives. To man each organizational unit effectively requires not
only knowledge of the units task but also knowledge of what it will receive
and what it will provide. The management of the consulting project itself
requires that the total effort can be broken into sub-projects without
ambiguous interfaces. The object system charts together with their specifi-
cations provide an effective answer to these aspects of the overall task.

The information system charts represent the bulk of the ToMaS documentation
and take the form of chart families with detail descriptions.
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